In this study we use bipartite spectral graph partitioning to simultaneously cluster varieties and identify their most distinctive linguistic features in Dutch dialect data.
Introduction
Dialect atlases contain a wealth of material that is suitable for the study of the cognitive, but especially the social dynamics of language. Although the material is typically presented cartographically, we may conceptualize it as a large table, where the rows are the sampling sites of the dialect survey and the columns are the linguistic features probed at each site. We inspect a The features in the first two columns are intended to refer to the cognates, frequently invoked in historical linguistics. The first three varieties (dialects) all have lexicalizations for the concept 'hoe' (a gardening instrument), the fourth does not, and the question does not have a clear answer in the case of the fifth. The first two varieties use the same cognate for the concept 'eel', as do the last three, although the two cognates are different. More detailed material is also collected, e.g. the pronunciations of common words, shown above in the fourth and fifth columns, and our work has primarily aimed at extracting common patterns from such transcriptions. As a closer inspection will reveal, the vowels in the two words suggest geographical conditioning. This illustrates the primary interest in dialect atlas collections: they constitute the empirical basis for demonstrating how geography influences linguistic variation. On reflection, the influential factor is supposed to be not geography or proximity simpliciter, but rather the social contact which geographical proximity facilitates. Assuming that this reflection is correct, the atlas databases provide us with insights into the social dynamics reflected in language.
More abstract characteristics such as whether initial fortis consonants like [p,t] are aspirated (to be realized then as [p h ,t h ]) is sometimes recorded, or, alternatively, the information may be extracted automatically (see references below).
Note, however, that we encounter here two variables, aspiration in /p/ and aspiration in /t/, which are strongly associated irrespective of geography or social dynamics. In fact, in all languages which distinguish fortis and lenis plosives /p,b/, /t,d/, etc., it turns out that aspiration is invariably found on all (initial) fortis plosives (in stressed syllables), or on none at all, regardless of social conditioning. We thus never find a situation in which /p/ is realized as aspirated ([p h ]) and /t/ as unaspirated. This is exactly the sort of circumstance for which cognitive explanations are generally proposed, i.e. explanations which do not rely on social dynamics. The work we discuss below does not detect or attempt to explain cognitive dynamics in language variation, but the data sets we used should ultimately be analyzed with an eye to cognitive conditioning as well. 1 The present paper focuses exclusively on the social dynamics of variation.
Exact methods have been applied successfully to the analysis of dialect variation for over three decades [3, 4, 5] , but they have invariably functioned by first probing the linguistic differences between each pair of a range of varieties (sites, such as Whitby and Bristol in the UK) over a body of carefully controlled material (say the pronunciation of the vowel in the word 'put'). Second, the techniques AGGREGATE over these linguistic differences, in order, third, to seek the natural groups in the data via clustering or multidimensional scaling (MDS) [6] .
Naturally techniques have been developed to determine which linguistic variables weigh most heavily in determining affinity among varieties. But all of the following studies separate the determination of varietal relatedness from the question of its detailed linguistic basis. Kondrak [7] adapted a machine translation technique to determine which sound correspondences occur most regularly. His focus was not on dialectology, but rather on diachronic phonology, where the regular sound correspondences are regarded as strong evidence of historical relatedness.
Heeringa [8, pp. 268-270] calculated which words correlated best with the first, second and third dimensions of an MDS analysis of aggregate pronunciation differences. Shackleton [9] used a database of abstract linguistic differences in trying to identify the British sources of American patterns of speech variation. He applied principal component analysis to his database to identify the common components among his variables. Nerbonne [10] examined the distance matrices induced by each of two hundred vowel pronunciations automatically extracted from a large American collection, and subsequently applied factor analysis to the covariance matrices obtained from the collection of vowel distance matrices. Prokić [11] analyzed Bulgarian pronunciation using an edit distance algorithm and then collected commonly aligned sounds. She developed an index to measure how characteristic a given sound correspondence is for a given site.
To study varietal relatedness and its linguistic basis in parallel, we apply bipartite spectral graph partitioning. Dhillon [12] was the first to use spectral graph partitioning on a bipartite graph of documents and words, effectively clustering groups of documents and words simultaneously. Consequently, every document cluster has a direct connection to a word cluster; the document clustering implies a word clustering and vice versa. In his study, Dhillon [12] also demonstrated that his algorithm worked well on real world examples.
The usefulness of this approach is not only limited to clustering documents and words simultaneously. For example, Kluger et al. [13] used a somewhat adapted bipartite spectral graph partitioning approach to successfully cluster microarray data simultaneously in clusters of genes and conditions.
There are two main contributions of this paper. The first contribution, which has also been described (in less detail) by Wieling and Nerbonne [1] , is to apply a graph-theoretic technique, bipartite spectral graph partitioning, to a new sort of data, namely dialect pronunciation data, in order to solve an important problem, namely how to recognize groups of varieties in this sort of data while simultaneously characterizing the linguistic basis of the group. The second contribution is the application of a ranking procedure to determine the most important sound correspondences in a cluster of varieties. This approach is an improvement over the procedure of ranking the most important elements in a cluster based only on their frequency [12] , because it also takes differences between clusters into account.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the material we studied, a large database of contemporary Dutch pronunciations. Section 3 presents the methods, including the alignment technique used to obtain sound correspondences, the bipartite spectral graph partitioning we used to simultaneously seek affinities in varieties as well as affinities in sound correspondences, and the method to rank the importance of the sound correspondences in each cluster.
Section 4 presents our results, while Section 5 concludes with a discussion and some ideas on avenues for future research. 
Material
In this study we use the most recent broad-coverage Dutch dialect data source available: data from the Goeman-Taeldeman-Van Reenen-project (GTRP) [14, 15] .
The GTRP consists of digital transcriptions for 613 dialect varieties in the Nether- [16] .
Because the GTRP was compiled with a view to documenting both phonological and morphological variation [17] and our purpose here is the analysis of phonology (pronunciation), we ignore many items of the GTRP. We use the same 562 item subset as introduced and discussed in depth by Wieling et al. [18] . In short, the 1876 item word list was filtered by selecting only single word items, including plural nouns (the singular form was sometimes preceded by an article and therefore not included), base forms of adjectives instead of comparative forms and the first-person plural verb instead of other forms. We omit words whose variation is primarily morphological as we wish to focus on pronunciation. In all varieties the same lexeme was used for a single item.
Because the GTRP transcriptions of Belgian varieties are fundamentally different from transcriptions of Netherlandic varieties [18] , we will restrict our analysis to the 424 Netherlandic varieties. The geographic distribution of these varieties including province names is shown in Figure 1 . Furthermore, note that we will not look at diacritics, but only at the 82 distinct phonetic symbols. The average length of every item in the GTRP (without diacritics) is 4.7 tokens (symbols in a phonetic transcription).
Methods
To obtain a clear signal of varietal differences in phonology, we ideally want to compare the pronunciations of each variety with a single reference point. We might have used the pronunciations of a proto-language for this purpose, but these are not available. We settled on using the sound correspondences of a given variety with respect to a reference point as a means of comparison. 
The corresponding alignment is: with the [h]). To obtain only the best alignments we used an adaptation of the Levenshtein algorithm which uses automatically generated segment substitution costs based on pointwise mutual information (PMI) [20] . This adaptation was proposed, described in detail, and evaluated by Wieling et al. [21] and resulted in significantly better individual alignments than using the regular Levenshtein algorithm.
The approach consists of obtaining initial string alignments by using the Levenshtein algorithm with a syllabicity constraint: vowels may only align with (semi-) vowels, and consonants only with consonants, except for syllabic consonants which may also be aligned with vowels. After the initial run, the substitution cost of every segment pair (a segment can also be a gap, representing insertion and deletion)
is calculated according to a pointwise mutual information procedure assessing the statistical dependence between the two segments:
Where:
• p(x, y) is estimated by calculating the number of times x and y occur at the same position in two aligned strings X and Y , divided by the total number of aligned segments (i.e. the relative occurrence of the aligned segments x and y in the whole data set). Note that either x or y can be a gap in the case of insertion or deletion.
• p(x) and p(y) are estimated as the number of times x (or y) occurs, divided by the total number of segment occurrences (i.e. the relative occurrence of x or y in the whole data set). Dividing by this term normalizes the cooccurrence frequency with respect to the frequency expected if x and y are statistically independent.
Positive PMI values indicate that segments tend to cooccur in correspondences (the greater the PMI value, the more segments tend to cooccur), while negative PMI values indicate that segments do not tend to cooccur in correspondences. New segment distances (i.e. segment substitution costs) are generated by subtracting the PMI value from 0 and adding the maximum PMI value (to ensure that the minimum distance is 0).
After the new segment substitution costs have been calculated, the strings are aligned again based on these new segment substitution costs. Calculating new segment distances and realigning the strings is repeated until the string alignments remain constant. Our alignments were stable after 12 iterations.
After obtaining the final string alignments, we use a matrix to store the presence or absence of each segment substitution for every variety (with respect to the reference place). We thus obtain a binary m × n matrix A of m varieties (in our case 423; Delft was excluded as it was used as our reference site) by n segment substitutions (in our case 957; not all possible segment substitutions occur). A value of 1 in A (i.e. A ij = 1) indicates the presence of segment substitution j in variety i (compared to the reference variety), while a value of 0 indicates the absence. We experimented with frequency thresholds, but decided against applying one in this paper as their application seemed to lead to poorer results. We postpone a consideration of frequency-sensitive alternatives to the discussion section.
Bipartite spectral graph partitioning
An undirected bipartite graph can be represented by G = (R, S, E), where R and S are two sets of vertices and E is the set of edges connecting vertices from R to S. There are no edges between vertices in a single set, e.g. connecting nodes in R. In our case R is the set of varieties, while S is the set of sound segment substitutions (i.e. sound correspondences). An edge between r i and s j indicates that the sound segment substitution s j occurs in variety r i . It is straightforward to see that matrix A is a representation of an undirected bipartite graph. Figure 2 shows an example of an undirected bipartite graph consisting of four varieties and three sound correspondences.
If we represent a graph such as that in Figure 2 using a binary adjacency matrix in which a cell (i,j) has the value 1 just in case there is an edge from i to j (i.e. a feature is instantiated at a site), and 0 otherwise. Then the spectrum of the graph is the set of eigenvalues of its adjacency matrix.
Spectral graph theory is used to find the principal properties and structure of a graph from its graph spectrum [22] . Dhillon [12] was the first to use spectral graph partitioning on a bipartite graph of documents and words, effectively clustering groups of documents and words simultaneously. Consequently, every document cluster has a direct connection to a word cluster. In similar fashion, we would like to obtain a clustering of varieties and corresponding segment substitutions. We therefore apply the multipartitioning algorithm introduced by Dhillon [12] to find k clusters:
1. Given the m × n variety-by-segment-correspondence matrix A as discussed previously, form
Calculate the singular value decomposition (SVD) of the normalized matrix
and take the l = log 2 k singular vectors, u 2 , . . . ,u l + 1 and v 2 , . . . ,v l + 1
Run the k-means algorithm on Z to obtain the k-way multipartitioning
To illustrate this procedure, we will co-cluster the following variety-by-segmentsubstitution matrix A in k = 2 groups (note that this matrix is visualized by Figure 2). 
We can now calculate A n using the formula displayed in step 1 of the multipartitioning algorithm:
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Applying the SVD to A n yields:
−.5 .5 .71 After running the k-means algorithm on Z, where k = 2, the items are assigned to one of two clusters as follows: Nevertheless, the k-means algorithm always assigns every item to a single cluster.
The procedure to determine the importance of sound correspondences in a cluster is discussed next.
Determining the importance of sound correspondences
Before deciding how to calculate the importance of each sound correspondence, we need to consider the characteristics of important sound correspondences.
Note that if a variety contains a sound correspondence, this simply means that the sound correspondence (i.e. two aligned segments) occurs at least once in any of the aligned pronunciations (with respect to the reference variety Delft).
In the following, we will discuss two characteristics of an important sound correspondence, 'representativeness' and 'distinctiveness'. Because it is essential for an important sound correspondence to be distinctive, we will only consider sound correspondences having a non-negative distinctiveness. As both representativeness and distinctiveness will now range between 0 and 1, the importance will also range between 0 and 1. Higher values within a cluster indicate more important sound correspondences for that cluster. As we took the cluster size into account in calculating the distinctiveness, we can also compare the clusters with respect to the importance values of their sound correspondences.
In the following section we will report the results on clustering in two, three and four groups. 2 2 We also experimented with clustering in more than four groups, but the k-means clustering
Results
After running the multipartitioning algorithm 3 we obtained a two-way clustering in k clusters of varieties and segment substitutions. Figure 3 illustrates the simultaneous clustering in two dimensions. A black dot is drawn if the variety (y-axis) contains the segment substitution (x-axis). The varieties and segments are sorted in such a way that the clusters are clearly visible (and marked) on both axes.
To visualize the clustering of the varieties, we created geographical maps in which we indicate the cluster of each variety by a distinct pattern. The division in 2, 3 and 4 clusters is shown in Figure 4 .
In the following subsections we will discuss the most important geographical clusters together with their simultaneously derived sound correspondences. In addition to discussing linguistically interesting sound correspondences [1] , we will also discuss the importance of these subjectively selected sound correspondences and show the most important sound correspondences. The main point to note is that besides a sensible geographical clustering, we also obtain linguistically sensible results.
Note that the connection between a cluster of varieties and sound correspondences does not necessarily imply that those sound correspondences occur only in that particular cluster of varieties. This can also be observed in Figure 3 , where sound correspondences in a particular cluster of varieties also appear in other clusters (but less densely).
algorithm did not give stable results for these groupings. It is possible that the random initialization of the k-means algorithm caused the instability of the groupings, but since we are ignoring the majority of information contained in the alignments it is more likely that this causes a decrease in the number of clusters we can reliably detect. 3 The implementation of the multipartitioning algorithm was obtained from http://adios. tau.ac.il/SpectralCoClustering A few interesting sound correspondences between the reference variety (Delft) and the Frisian area are displayed in the following table and discussed below. The correspondences in the table were chosen subjectively from the long list of correspondences provided by the bipartite spectral graph clustering procedure based on their being interpretable, e.g. based on the literature concerning Dutch and Frisian [1] . We also compare the correspondences selectively chosen in earlier work with those determined by the calculations based on importance, i.e. the combination of representativity and distinctiveness. The importance of each subjectively selected sound correspondence is indicated in the table by its rank (the most important sound correspondence has rank 1). For completeness, the importance and its two components distinctiveness and representativeness are also displayed.
[r] 
Besides the sound correspondences already discussed, we see two additional Some interesting sound segment correspondences for Limburg are displayed in the following table and discussed below. as ruiken 'to smell', breken 'to break', and steken 'to sting'. Further, there is no evidence of lenition in words such as vloeken 'to curse', spreken 'to speak', and zoeken 'to seek', which are lenited in German (fluchen, sprechen, suchen).
Some regular correspondences merely reflect other, and sometimes more fundamental differences. For instance, we found correspondences between [n] and [ö] or [K] for Limburg , but this turned out to be a reflection of the older plurals in -r.
For example, in the word wijf 'woman', plural wijven in Dutch, wijver in Limburg dialect. Dutch /w/ is often realized as [f] in the word tarwe 'wheat', but this is also due to the elision of the final schwa, which results in a pronunciation such as
[taö@f], in which the standard final devoicing rule of Dutch is applicable.
While there was much overlap between the subjectively selected and the best objectively determined sound correspondences in the Frisian area, this appears to be less so for the sound correspondences of Limburg. Out of the top ten sound correspondences, we only identified two sound correspondences. However, con- 
Besides the already discussed sound correspondences, we see three additional (Kerkrade).
The Low Saxon area
Finally, the division into four clusters also separates the varieties from Gronin- A few interesting sound correspondences are displayed in the following table and discussed below. In contrast to the other two clusters, we did not subjectively select any top five sound correspondences. We did, however, select two top ten sound correspon- 
Unfortunately we did not detect any top five sound correspondences, hence all top five sound correspondences will be discussed next. ple' and schrijven 'write' (above). This underscores the need for manual inspection even though the procedure is successful in uncovering interesting correspondences.
Discussion
In this study, we have applied a novel method to dialectology in simultaneously determining groups of varieties and their linguistic basis (i.e. sound segment correspondences). We demonstrated that the bipartite spectral graph partitioning method introduced by Dhillon [12] gave sensible clustering results in the geographical domain as well as for the concomitant linguistic basis.
As mentioned above, we did not have transcriptions of standard Dutch, but instead we used transcriptions of a variety (Delft) close to the standard language.
While the pronunciations of most items in Delft were similar to standard Dutch, there were also items which were pronounced differently from the standard. While we do not believe that this will change our results significantly, using standard Dutch transcriptions produced by the transcribers of the GTRP corpus would make the interpretation of sound correspondences more straightforward.
We indicated in Section 4 that some sound correspondences, e.g. In this study, we only looked at the importance of individual sound correspondences, and we have compared sound correspondences noted in earlier manual work with sound correspondences ranked by simple measures we developed to find representative and distinctive elements. Earlier we had detected important correspondences by examining the clustered sound correspondences and then "eyeballing" sets of alignments to see where they were instantiated. In this paper we have implemented statistical measures designed to find important sound correspondences more automatically. When we then applied these measures to the same data from which we had manually identified what seemed like important correspondences, i.e. the three clusters in Section 4, we note that in every case additional correspondences were noted, which could in turn be confirmed in a manual verification step. We conclude from this that the measures are functioning well. It also turns out that the correspondences noted earlier in the "eyeballing" fashion were also ranked highly, although not always in the top five.
The important sound correspondences found by our procedure are not always the historical correspondences which diachronic linguists build reconstructions on.
Instead, they may reflect entire series of sound changes and may involve elements that do not correspond historically at all. We suspect that dialect speakers likewise fail to perceive such correspondences as general indicators of another speaker's provenance, except in the specific context of the words such as those in the data set from which the correspondences are drawn. This means that some manual
investigation is still necessary to analyze the distinctive elements of the dialects as well.
We nonetheless note that we may be able to improve the procedures applied here incorporating more phonological context into the basic alignment routines.
We have experimented with incorporating more context in the past, and have concluded not only that it is feasible, but also that the result is in general an improvement [24] .
While sound segment correspondences function well as a linguistic basis, it might also be fruitful to investigate morphological distinctions present in the GTRP corpus. This would enable us to compare the similarity of the geographic distributions of pronunciation variation on the one hand and morphological variation on the other.
In this study, we focused on the original bipartite spectral graph partitioning algorithm introduced by Dhillon [12] . Investigating other approaches such as biclustering algorithms for biology [25] or an information-theoretic co-clustering approach [26] would be highly interesting.
It would likewise be interesting to attempt to incorporate frequency, by weighting correspondences that occur frequently more heavily than those which occur only infrequently. While it stands to reason that more frequently encountered variation would signal dialectal affinity more strongly, it is also the case that inverse frequency weightings have occasionally been applied [4] , and have been shown to function well. We have the sense that the last word on this topic has yet to be spoken, and that empirical work would be valuable.
Our paper has improved the techniques available for studying the social dynamics of language variation. In dialect geography, social dynamics are operationalized as geography, and bipartite spectral graph partitioning has proven itself capable of detecting the effects of social contact, i.e. the latent geographic signal in the data.
Other dialectometric techniques have done this as well. But linguists have rightly complained that linguistic factors have been neglected in dialectometry [27, p.176] . This paper has shown that bipartite graph clustering can detect the linguistic basis of dialectal affinity, and thus provide the information that Schneider and others have missed.
We additionally note that we may expect that cognitive constraints are also reflected in the empirical basis for studies such as these. They should emerge as strong associations that are not conditioned by geography. By showing how to identify geographically conditioned variable associations (correlations), we should be in an improved position to detect the unconditioned ones. One major striking effect in variation due to cognitive dynamics is worth special mention even though we see no way to investigate it using the techniques of the present paper, and that is the fact that sound correspondences are interesting objects of study. This is only possible because sounds are organized phonemically-so that a shift in the pronunciation of a sound in one word tends to result in its shift in another as well.
This tendency is real, and is worthy of more exact attention.
Future work will also need to address how cognitive and social dynamics interact, preferably by deploying techniques capable not only of detecting social and cognitive conditioning, but also capable of linking these to the concrete effects they have on the distributions of linguistic features.
